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Abstract. Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are systems that enable a person
to interact with a machine using only neural activity. Such interaction can
be non-intuitive for the user hence training methods are developed to increase
one’s understanding, confidence and motivation, which would in parallel increase
system performance. To clearly address the current issues in the BCI user
training protocol design, here it is divided into introductory period and BCI
interaction period. First, the introductory period (before BCI interaction) must
be considered as equally important as the BCI interaction for user training. To
support this claim, a review of papers show that BCI performance can depend
on the methodologies presented in such introductory period. To standardize its
design, the literature from human-computer interaction (HCI) is adjusted to the
BCI context. Second, during the user-BCI interaction, the interface can take
a large spectrum of forms (2D, 3D, size, color etc.) and modalities (visual,
auditory or haptic etc.) without following any design standard or guidelines.
Namely, studies that explore perceptual affordance on neural activity show that
motor neurons can be triggered from a simple observation of certain objects, and
depending on objects’ properties (size, location etc.) neural reactions can vary
greatly. Surprisingly, the effects of perceptual affordance were not investigated
in the BCI context. Both inconsistent introductions to BCI as well as variable
interface designs make it difficult to reproduce experiments, predict their outcomes
and compare results between them. To address these issues, a protocol design
standardization for user training is proposed.
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1. Introduction
Technological advancements, notably machine learning
[1] and open-source signal processing platforms
(openViBE [2]) enabled systems such as BrainComputer Interfaces (BCIs) to increase their usability
for a vast population. Thanks to the high temporal
resolution of electroencephalography (EEG) and its
portability, it is the typical device used to measure
neural activity in BCIs. Through neural regulation, a
BCI can be used for (1) medical purposes that include
control [3], communication [4] or motor rehabilitation
[5]; (2) implicit environment adaptation for better
user experience in gaming [6] or safer piloting [7];
and (3) cognitive restoration using a therapeutic
(neurofeedback) application [8].
BCIs contain closed-loop interactions that include:
1. a person who has short/long term intentions/goals
for using the system, 2. a machine that captures,
interprets and classifies its user’s cerebral activity, and
3. an interface (displayed on a screen, audible on
speakers and/or as a tangible device) that is controlled
by the machine, and perceived by the user, enabling
the two to interact.
BCI performance (often measured with classification accuracy) is generally not high or robust enough
to be safely used outside of controlled environments [9].
Due to the abundant inter (e.g. brain morphology) and
intra-subject (e.g. attention drops) variability among
others, that deteriorate the decoding of brain signals
and system performance, it seems difficult to create a
unique BCI system with high performance and usability for everyone [10]. Furthermore, to achieve moderate
to high performances, the user is supposed to understand the task at hand and produce distinct and stable neural signals [11]. For that reason, some proposed
user training in order to assist the user in learning to
interact with a BCI, or acquiring the so-called “BCI
skill” [11]. Spontaneous BCI paradigms, e.g., sensorimotor rhythms (SMR), are found to be more difficult to
control (higher “BCI inefficiancy” [12]) than the eventrelated potentials (ERP) or steady-state evoked potential (SSEP) paradigms, as they require higher cognitive
abilities such as mental object rotation, mental calculation, kinaesthetic imagination or visualisation etc, all
followed by attentional focus [13].
In this paper, user training is referred to as
methodological approaches tailored to the user to gain
enough skills, understanding, confidence, acceptance,
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motivation, and so on, enabling them to use the system
on their own (with high performance), outside the
laboratories. Not to be confounded with the machine
training and testing, in which the machine acquires
enough training (EEG) data from the user as part
of machine learning in order to perform testing or
classification of newly acquired neural data. Although
rare, BCI user training can also be useful in ERP (e.g.
P300) paradigms, as attentional focus and motivation
can improve with the repetitive interactions with BCI,
for both visual [14, 15] and auditory [16] modalities.
On the other hand, there seems to be no special
need for SSEP high attention or effort to accomplish
the task, as showed for visual SSEP (SS-V-EP) in
[17]. However a recent study revealed that familiar
background music might have positive effect on SSVEP
performance [18].
A protocol design is a set of choices or rules
the experimenter has to make when conducting an
experiment to evaluate a hypothesis, or a trainer,
instructor or designer could face when training a BCI
user. The protocol can contain many logistic challenges
such as the duration of the training, location and its
physical conditions, among many. It is important
to acknowledge that BCIs are prone to interference
from other electromagnetic sources [19]. Such logistic
challenges are not detailed here, nor ethical approvals,
hypothesis formulation, choice of population number
and properties, statistical tests to be used (preferably
blinded), and other (in the case of experimental
protocols). A pedagogical guide for designing a BCI
experiment in general and assessing its validity can be
found in [20]. A consensus providing a clear checklist
was recently proposed to guide correct reporting and
experimental design of neurofeedback [21].
This paper brings another aspect of design standardization that includes the user introduction to and
interaction with an often stimulation-rich BCI environment that unaccountably modulate neural responses
and performance. We reach such standardization
through an exhaustive literature review from BCI as
well as other fields such as cognitive psychology, and
human-computer interaction (HCI).
1.1. Related work on BCI User Training
Abundant research was done so to improve BCI
performance and usability through user training by
addressing user skills, learning, contextual states, i.e.,
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states that relate to the context or task at hand, such
as confidence to accomplish the task, feeling in control,
sense of agency, workload, attention, understanding,
motivation, and so on. Here, the existing BCI user
training is arranged by the moment it is provided, i.e.,
before/during or after the user-BCI interaction. With
the temporal division of user training proposed for a
systematical review of related work, it becomes clear
that, when designing the protocol for user training to
improve performance, one aims to:
(a) Develop user skills long before the
interaction, by mainly training the user multiple
sessions before the interaction with a BCI. BCI
performance predictors, i.e., human factors that relate
to or predict performance are often studied during such
training. Skills investigated for SMR paradigms are for
instance: mental object rotation, visuospatial memory
[22], muscle relaxation [23], mindful meditation [24],
sport, playing an instrument or gaming [25], and so
on. Moreover, stable predictors such as handedness
[26], personality [27] or temperament [28] can provide
insight into individualized interface and task designs.
Also heart rate variability showed to relate to ERP
performance [29], as well as gamma oscillations
(attention span) for SMR [30]. Although [31] have
questioned the existence of reliable predictors. Indeed,
the differences in the experimental protocols, especially
in SMR paradigms might prevent reliable comparisons
and predictions [32], and reproduction of results.
(b) Prepare user contextual states right
before the interaction or during interaction
breaks, by providing various types of assistance
such as explanations about the BCI functionalities
and the task goals. Displaying raw EEG signals
to the users possibly increased their sense of agency
in [33], while showing brain activation map in realtime was suggested in [34]. Placing personalized
physical objects in front of users can increase feeling
of control and performance [35]. Physical training
together with imagined motor training before the
interaction enhanced Event-Related Desynchronisation
[36]. They also used explanatory videos demonstrating
the performed task in first person. Explaining the
importance of user effort for saving/improving lives
of severely injured patients increased user’s intrinsic
motivation through the ’willingness to participate in
a task’ [37], it showed useful especially for more
empathetic BCI users [38]. The BCI users can be
instructed to perform mental tasks such as kinaesthetic
(a feeling of a movement) versus visual (first/third
person) motor imagery [39]. They can be instructed
to add emotional values (e.g., to think positively)
for neural regulation which improved alpha peaks
up-regulation [40, 41] while it hampered modulation
of slow cortical potentials [42].
Users choice of
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imagined movements can be further guided with more
specific instructions, e.g., by asking user’s preferred
or habitual movements [43]. Specific (e.g. “squeeze
a ball”) instructions be it personalized (user’s choice
of movement) or not, yielded higher performance than
non-specific instructions, e.g. to “imagine a hand
movement” [35].
(c) Improve BCI-user interaction, e.g. by
gamifying the interface to improve user experience [44];
or immersion with virtual reality (VR) environments
[45] (using game-like context [46] and or proprioseptive,
“embodied” feedback [47, 48], with multimodal
output [49]).
Namely, proprioseptive multimodal
feedback (touch and visual stimuli) when compared
to non-proptioceptive feedback, showed a significant
increase in performance [50]. Other tasks included
a social (competitive/collaborative) event to increase
the experience and motivation [51, 52]. Optimistic
feedback displaying only correct results [53], or
biased feedback depending on performance [54] was to
possibly increase confidence, sense of agency through
body-ownership illusion [55]. Also, motivating music
was played in the background as tentative to increase
flow (a state of optimal immersion, pleasure and
confidence) [56] that positively related to performance.
Sound congruent with the motor imagery of feet was
proposed to be more intuitive to its users, i.e., hearing
oneself walking on gravel [57].
Game-like interfaces for ERP [58] or SSEP
paradigms [59], were also proposed, summarized
in [60, 61] to increase user experience; 3D over
2D environments produced higher performances and
elicited higher amplitudes of P300 waveforms [62].
VR environments showed more intuitive, with objects
being the target or congruent to the selection task [63,
64], same for Augmented Reality environments [65];
while smiley faces [66] and familiar faces [67] or one’s
own face [68] showed to be more easily recognized
by users than flashing colors, and produce stronger
P300 amplitudes. Same applied to auditory P300,
when hearing one’s own name versus random words
[69]. Items flashed far both spatially and temporally
[70], intelligent (but not data-dependent) order of
stimuli apparition [71]; inter-symbol distance, symbol
size, contrasted foreground and background colours
[72] produced clearer P300 potentials. Moreover,
word auto-completions were developed for faster P300
spelling [73]. For SSVEP, “using distant targets
of different colors seems to lead to the best and
more robust performance in all end use contexts”
[74]. In addition, SSVEP does not require a high
visual attention or cognitive workload [17]. Thanks
to this, SSVEP can be used simultaneously with
another paradigm, such as motor imagery [75], with
almost equal performances as compared to using each
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paradigm separately SSVEP and MI [76] or SSVEP
and P300 [77].
Adaptive Interaction. The interface (task design)
can adapt to its users, as the difficulty that was
gradually, within sessions, increased to improve user
learning, from 1D, 2D to 3D control [78], while the
speed increased difficulty within trials [79]; or the
number of flashes reduced in each sequence [80]; also,
the difficulty varied in real-time to increase flow state
[56]; or interaction “froze” when high attention level
was detected [81]; and attention diversion during
motor execution was regulated with auditory oddball
paradigm [82]. Users’ skills can be assessed (before
interaction) in order to design adapted BCI tasks
and increase performance [83]. Such adaptation can
be automatic to fit the user capacities, showed in a
simulation [84]. Finally, paradigms can be switched
between or used multiple at the same time, i.e., hybrid
BCIs [75, 85].
Studies from (c) address the design of the interface
and the interaction processes that account for human
psycho-physiological factors and may increase the
performance. All these choices made for the userBCI interaction, are denoted as interaction design.
On the other hand, regarding only the interface how to convey the task purpose through it, and what
form/modality should it take etc., here is referred as
task design. This topic will be developed further
hereinafter.
(d) Improve user motivation with a reward
system after BCI interaction, e.g., the use of
smileys to reward user effort [86], monetary rewards
to increase extrinsic motivation [87] etc.
1.2. Inconsistent BCI User Training
Non systematically, experimenters used various motivational, methodological and pedagogical tools in different modalities (oral, textual, video, tangible etc.)
before/during the interaction to improve user’s contextual states (understanding, confidence, motivation,
attention, workload, etc.). Some even omitted to describe the instructions given to the users in their protocol designs. Most of these studies have not followed
a standard way to represent/ explain the task and BCI
underlying functionalities, which means that it can
vary greatly between protocols. This further implies
that the performance can vary between the protocols
due to such difference in instruction presentations, or
even with the experimenter’s gender [88]. While most
sought to design game-like user training during BCI
interaction, they have not accounted for the many influences the stimuli (within the interface) can have on
neural activity. Especially games which are rich environments can evoke various reactions that are unaccounted for. Namely, various perceptual distractors
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showed to increase cognitive load which negatively correlated with performance (for low performance subjects) especially for motor imagery BCI [89, 90]. Furthermore, adding smileys expressing different emotions
with flickering lights as redundant visual feedback positively influenced motor imagery performance [86]. This
shows that comparisons between such different designs
can be difficult, especially when some descriptions are
omitted. It is worth noting that for SSEP, there were
attempts to compare various designs (light, colour etc.)
[91]. However, recently the use of background music
showed to influence performance in SSVEP only if familiar to users [18], and not otherwise [92]. This indicates that there is also a need for task design standardization, even in SSEP paradigms which typically
do not require high cognitive effort or attention [17].
1.3. User Training Standardization
A reward is clearly significant for performance and
motivation, however its presentation to the users might
not be of such importance.
Thus, the protocol
design for user training, in this paper includes:
(1.) the user introduction right before or assistance
during interaction (described in (b) above), and (2.)
the user-BCI interaction itself, since the lack of a
clear methodology in both can cause differences in
performance (described in (c) above). I present a
literature review of existing BCI training methods
to support the need for standardization.
Doing
so, some recommendations may occur for “optimal”
methodologies in user training, although it is not the
goal of this paper.
The goal of this paper is to make clear distinctions
of methodologies that were or can be used for (1.)
user introduction to and (2.) interaction with a
BCI, the second being presented through (3.) a task
design. That is, a standardization is proposed for a
protocol design for BCI user training.
(1.)
To highlight the importance of user
introduction to BCIs, and guide its standardization, a
review from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) user
training is presented, as they confronted similar issues
with computer acceptance and learning many years
before BCI community did.
(2.) For the interaction design standardization, it
is impossible to create precise scenarios of protocols
that would fit every user psycho-physiological profile,
as there are countless possibilities, and not an
exact, optimal solution for now. However, here a
standardization of the designer’s/experimenter’s choice
flow is proposed, i.e., systematic choices or thought
processes to be followed during an interaction design.
It is a tool that reveals the BCI interaction factors to be
accounted for, and in what order. As building blocks,
existing conceptual BCI interaction models are used
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which contain the machine pipeline [93], user model
[94], and task model [95].
(3.) The task designs are addressed for their
implication on forming specific neurophysiological
reactions. A new task category is proposed in order to
enable its standardization, such as the task form (e.g.
2D, 3D, continuous feedback), as its effect on neural
activity is least studied in BCI. The proposed subcategories of the form are drawn from the literature in
perceptual affordance [96], i.e. perceptual information
of an object implicitly suggesting a set of possible
actions to be performed on that object. With different
properties (size, shape, location etc.), the object can
afford different neural reactions (cf. section 4). Hence,
the task design form is standardized by the effects it
can have (afford) on neural activity.
When creating training protocols, I invite experimenters, and designers to describe which category their
instruction, interaction/task designs belong to. That
way, by knowing such category, possibly one would better anticipate the experiment outcomes. Additionally,
others would be able to reproduce or compare the results more easily.
1.4. Paper Structure
The BCI instructions before/during the interaction, or
called here, the introductory user training in (Section
2), followed by an overview on Human-computer
interaction (HCI) training in (Subsection 2.1) inspire
the proposal for the introductory user training
standardization in (Subsection 2.3). The interaction
design (Section 3) contains explanations about the BCI
task and task models (Subsection 3.1), followed by the
standardization of the experimenter/designer’s choice
flow in (Subsection 3.2). Thanks to the literature in
perceptual affordance in (Section 4), a standardization
of BCI task design is proposed in (Subsection 4.4).
2. Introductory BCI User Training
As computers are used for a few decades now, there
are many methods developed as part of HCI user
training, to teach users to develop the right techniques
when using a computer. The BCI community can
get inspirations from the HCI task models and user
training for designing more rigorous BCI user training.
2.1. User Training: Lessons from HCI
Human learning is often performed through the
creation of mental models of the system one interacts
with. Mental models believed to originate from the
book The Nature of Explanation [97], a concept used
by cognitive psychologists [98] and HCI researchers
[99] among others, are internal representations of the
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world that humans create in order to make meaning,
anticipate events and act to minimize anticipation error
[100]. To assure a correct formation of one’s mental
model of a computer system, HCI community proposes
various task models for user training. Already by the
90’s, a large number of user training for computer
systems were proposed. From an overview of the
literature, there are three main types of user training,
which use: conceptual models [101], procedural models
[102] and interacting with the system [103]. These
models are not to be confounded with user mental
models. Note that these models can assist in forming
mental models which enable users to perform mental
actions before actually performing them. Such kind
of prediction and reasoning can increase learning, thus
represent an essential part of training.
Conceptual models represent manuals (tutorials)
that provide an understanding of the underlying
processes of the system. It can contain (i) word
analogies to describe a new concept by comparing with
another familiar one; or (ii) abstract descriptions, such
as charts, diagrams, e.g., an inverted tree with a root as
a directory and branches for files hierarchy, etc. [104].
Using analogies for conceptual models can form wrong
mental models in novices, as different persons might
project their own experience to the metaphor, and have
a wrong action in mind when confronted with the task
[105]. On the other hand, abstract metaphors can be
difficult to comprehend to some users, for instance for
low-visual and low-abstract persons [106].
Procedural models represent a “how-to” tutorial, describing step by step procedures to follow, in
order to achieve a goal. They do not contain any information about the system structure or its components. The most known procedural models are GOMS
(Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection rules) [102]. To
accomplish a goal, one should choose a set of operators
leading to various system states. For instance, to copy
paste a text, one needs to perform a left-mouse click to
select the text, then press Ctrl-C on the keyboard to
copy,.. press Ctrl-V to paste, and so on. It can be useful when the system is simple to operate. Specific task
instructions have shown to be better than general instructions, as such they create less confusion. However,
when it comes to transferring knowledge to a slightly
different task or confronting with errors, these models
are sub-optimal [107].
Training through Interaction is to learn through
trial-and-error while interacting with the system
directly. Such training models often form incomplete
mental models in novices leading to error and
frustration [103]. However it is an important part
for enhancing existing mental models that were for
instance already created using conceptual models [107].
In [107] authors explain the importance of training
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models for correct mental model formation, which
can assist users to reason and understand better the
behavior of the system. They show that mental models
formed from conceptual models require deduction to
form specific procedures, while procedural require a
high level of abstraction to form mental models. The
latter is typically much more difficult to achieve. Also,
they explain how most manuals that can be found are
procedural ones, and seem to be preferred by users as
they produce rapid solutions to attain short-term goals.
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strategy category.
2.3. Proposal for Introductory BCI User Training
Following advice from HCI user training, and
gathering the impact different instructions can have
on neural modulation (formation of mental strategies),
a standardization for user introduction to the BCI
interaction is proposed. Figure 1 is further explained
as follows.

2.2. User training in BCI
The ability of users to understand computer systems
affects their acceptance and utilization [107]. It was
shown that fear of technology negatively influences
BCI performance [108].
It is possibly because
users lack understanding of the underlying processes
of a BCI. In that sense, BCI users could benefit
from conceptual models when engaged in training.
A majority of studies focuses on the Interactive
BCI user training, i.e., the user is supposed to
learn through trial-and-error, using non-explanatory
cues and feedback, particularly important in SMR
paradigms [11]. However, differently from a computer
system where users perceive a direct effect of their
conscious, physical actions, BCI users have little
control over their actions and rarely create a direct
link between their mental action and perceptual
observation. This often creates a mismatch in what
users expect to observe and what they actually observe,
leading to a lack of sense of agency or control
[33]. Meaning that, standard user training through
interaction might not be the optimal solution for
BCI users. As mentioned above, even in HCI, such
training is shown suboptimal for novice users [103].
Again, BCI training might benefit from the use of
conceptual and procedural models to first create a
mental representation of a BCI system and then
enhance such representation with Interaction. Only a
few studies in neurofeedback (NF) have investigated
the impact of user mental models on the neural
modulation [109]. Namely, the instructions given to
the users during the introductory period can impact
the formation of mental models, typically addressed
in BCI/NF as mental strategies. Authors in [109]
validated nine categories of SMR mental strategies that
include (1) visual or (2) auditory imagination, (3) focus
on breathing, (4) on body parts, (5) motivational inner
voice, (6) physical relaxation, (7) concentration on
task, (8) unrelated thoughts requiring cognition, (9)
no strategy (automation). They further show that a
user will use two-three mental strategies on average
to accomplish the task. Once the user finds the
right strategy, he will use it until it becomes natural
or effortless, reaching automation, or the (9th) no

Figure 1. Introductory user training standardization inspired
by the training models from HCI literature that would enable
a correct formation of user mental models (or known in BCI as
mental strategies).

Conceptual BCI user training models could contain a short explanatory video/text/oral presentation
briefly describing the concepts and underlying mechanisms of BCI through popular and pedagogic word
metaphors, e.g. “your brain is like a muscle that can
be trained” [110]. Importantly, to reduce fear from
technology brought by media [111], it must be specified
that a BCI is not a “mind reader”, i.e., it cannot infer
one’s intelligence, emotional stability, general health,
or that it cannot insert thoughts into one’s mind, and
so on. It could also contain a video demonstrating
another person performing the task, as in [36], or a
simulation of the task [112]. Let us call this type of
conceptual model Explanatory.
The users could be told about the importance
of their effort to improve BCI systems which can
help countless of people in need, as demonstrated in
[37]. This one is denoted here as the Motivational
conceptual model.
Another approach could use abstract representations of one’s EEG signals in real-time and seeing the
effect of eye blinks or teeth clenching, in a time frequency domain [33], or brain map neural activity [34].
Let us call this type of conceptual model Demystified.
Procedural BCI models lack precise howto manuals for forming mental strategies, as for
Motor/Mental Imagery. However, we can advise,
describe and or even train users outside of a BCI
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context, to be in certain states (cognitive [113],
emotional [40, 41] and physical [109]) that have shown
favourable for BCI performance, e.g., high attention
[113, 114], trained with mindful meditation [24]. It
is important to note that the “best” user states
depend on the neural modulation type or BCI purpose,
e.g., alpha up-regulation benefits from an additional
emotional (positive) perspective [40, 41] while its
down-regulation would rather benefit from a cognitive
one (attentional focus) [113]. Let us denote this
procedural model as Descriptive.
Instructions should be informative, precise and
propose specific mental exercises to be imagined, e.g.,
”squeeze a ball” [11, 35] potentially ones that include
a complex movement i.e., an imagined movement
that includes multiple body parts [115]. Importantly,
specific strategies that are performed in everyday life
or learned before, i.e., familiar activities, should be
proposed [115, 116]. On a side note (not tested in
BCI yet), statements which include ”do not think of ”
an exact action should be avoided, as it will attract
the mind into thinking precisely that action, known as
the ironic process theory [117]. Instead, the undesired
mental strategies should be left rather abstract. Let us
denote it as a Specific procedural model.
Physical together with mental training on objects
of choice [36] should be provided, or only observation (if
physical action is not possible) of the personal object
[35]. They can be present during the interaction, as
perceptual reminders that could assist in the creation
and consistency of the mental strategy. This way one
can Transfer the trained mental strategy onto the BCI
application.
Interactive BCI models were either used for
user skill assessment in order to personalize (adapt)
the future task, and increase performance [83], or for
training a useful skill or state, eg. tactile selective
attention before the motor imagery task [118]. [80]
used an adaptive P300 BCI game to increase visual
attention, it could be also considered in the context
of an introductory BCI user training. Furthermore,
interactive BCI models can be self-paced BCI try-out
without any cues, but with feedback [119], or with cues
but without any feedback, called open-loop [120].
Each designer/experimenter should choose and describe one or a combination of models depending on the
purpose of BCI application and paradigm. The procedural model is more likely to be used for Spontaneous
(like SMR) paradigms, while conceptual and interactive could be useful for all paradigms.
The protocol design in this paper includes the
introductory period, as well as the interaction with
the BCI. In the following, the interaction design is
described starting with the conceptual models for BCI
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interaction.
3. Interaction Design
To comprehend the BCI interaction systematically, it
is simplified through the use of conceptual models. The
most used conceptual model is the system pipeline
which explains mainly the processes the machine
performs [93]. Recently a simplified representation
of the user’s psycho-physiological factors that relate
to BCI performance became a relevant part of the
BCI interaction model [94]. Finally, when addressing
adaptive BCIs, a task model was added as a link
between the user and machine adaptive processes, all
arranged by the degree of changeability in time [95]. In
this paper, the interaction model from [95] is extended
and used to standardize the interaction/task design,
see figure 2.
When designing the user-BCI interaction, the
questions to be answered are the following (a step-bystep description of figure 2):
1. Human (user model) - Which human factors
(predictors) to account for, from stable characteristics
such as age, through personalities, skills, or contextual
states, to short-term reactions to stimuli? As in [95]
the factors are arranged from stable to very changeable,
from top to bottom. The information on human
psycho-physiological factors can be used to: 1. initially
design the task by (without changing it in time),
e.g., according to some stable factors which do not
change during a BCI session; 2. adapt the task
and system pipeline to, e.g., according to contextual
states; or 3. simply pay attention as confounding
factors. These information, an experimenter usually
acquires from various questionnaires before and or
during the interaction. Although, the community
strives to find robust neural markers of states (e.g.
attention or workload) as more objective measures
than questionnaires [121].
2. Machine (pipeline model) - What hardware for
signal acquisition to choose (e.g., active/passive, dry or
with gel electrodes); and what software to use (e.g.,
OpenViBE for real-time signal processing, feature
extraction and classification), for such information,
see [122]. How can a machine account for user
psychological/cognitive factors?
For instance, in
[120] they chose a fixed classifier to enable a steady
user learning. On the other hand, some proposed
co-adaptive machine learning for the same purpose
[123]. Which pipeline element should adapt during the
interaction, and how often, see suggestions in [95, 124].
3. Interface (task model) - What paradigm,
strategy, exercise to train the user in, and for what
purpose? How to present it, in which form and
modality?
What type of assistance during the
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Figure 2. Interaction Design (extended from [95]) that contains: task and user models (arranged top-bottom from long to short
term features) and the well-known BCI pipeline model. The task design here is the manifestation of the task model through modality,
form and assistance.

interaction to provide, e.g. should the feedback/cues
be realistic or biased? Additionally, should it be
adaptive in real time or within some periods of time?
As the task model is by itself a recent approach, more
details are provided in a dedicated subsection bellow.
Adaptive interaction. Adaptation can appear
within all 3 models of interaction. First of all,
users naturally adapt (brain plasticity [15]) but
not necessarily learn [124].
Also psychologically,
contextual states can vary during a BCI run, as a
change in attention, workload, mood etc [95, 125].
If one wants to adapt the pipeline or interface to
human factors, they should consider the degree of
changeability or stability in time [95]. Namely, the
machine nor interface should not change faster than
one human feature would. For instance, if the machine
adapts to increase user learning, and it adapts too fast
before anything was learnt by the user, then it might
prevent the user of making any effort and impede his
learning [126], as shown mathematically in [127]
3.1. Task Model and Design
BCI Task. The term task is here defined as what
is required from a user to accomplish a successful
interaction and reach her purpose (by achieving many
short term goals). The task is conveyed through an
interface taking for instance many modalities, e.g.,
visual, auditory, haptic. For instance, as part of user
introductory training, the task would be introduced as
such: “look at the computer screen, when you hear a
beep and see a flag on the left side of the ski course,

imagine to move your left hand in order to control a
virtual penguin to the left” or “letters on the screen
flash repetitively, focus your visual attention on the
letter that you wish to spell, count the times it flashed;
once it is done it will spell a letter ”. Let us analyze
these sentences.
1. hear a beep, see a flag... - auditory and visual
cues within the interface (screen);
2. imagine to move - it is a motor imagery
belonging to the SMR paradigm. The strategy can
involve a visual imagination in third or first person, a
kinaesthetic sensation, and so on;
3. left hand - includes a specific hand movement
exercise e.g., grasping, waving, typing etc.
4. to control a virtual penguin - the expected
visual feedback to the motor imagery (short term
goal).
Note that this is an example of a synchronous
SMR, for which the motor imagery exercise is being
guided and paced by visual cues. However, the SMR
can be self-paced, without any cues [128].
Or:
1. letters flash ... - visual cues (stimuli) within
the interface (the screen);
2. focus visual attention - ERP paradigm, with
the P300 visual attention strategy;
3. count the times it flashed - precise exercise;
4. letter you wish to spell - expected visual
feedback to the P300 responses (short term goal).
This clearly shows that the term task supports
many notions. It contains goals that drive actions
which are: triggered by cues (stimuli), belong
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to a specific paradigm, strategy, exercise, and
evaluated/reinforced by feedback. The task model
from [95] is defined as the ensemble of tasks a user
goes through when interacting with a BCI, including:
1. Purpose for using a BCI (e.g. communication,
neuro-rehabilitation), that contains short-term goals
for accomplishing the task at hand.
2. Paradigm used (e.g. ERPs or SMR), or a
combination of paradigms, i.e., a hybrid BCI which
can also include other physiological/behavioral input
such as eye tracking or mouse clicks etc [85].
3. Strategy that is twofold: one represents
the general neural modulation that depends on the
paradigm, e.g. P300 response or Motor/Mental Imagery; while the other represents individual interpretation, mental execution of the task, e.g. motor imagery
can be performed kinaestheticaly or visually [129] with
complementary sound imagination or motivational inner voice, and so on [109].
4. Exercise, depending on the strategy, it can
be e.g. imagination of a precise limb moving, object
rotating, a precise calculation, or counting flashes
etc. For instance, “squeeze a ball” motor imagery
yielded higher performance than a non-specific one, to
“imagine a hand movement” [35].
5. Cues indicate which exercise is to be performed
at the following instant, or serve as stimuli which
elicit neural potentials (SSEPs or ERPs); It is worth
mentioning that in gamified interfaces there can be
many stimuli present that are irrelevant to the task but
induce immersion, e.g. background music [56]. The
effects of such stimuli are yet to be clarified.
Feedback, is a mapping of neural activity (extracted EEG features) onto perceptual events in minimal delay depending on the sampling rate of signal
acquisition, time windows used for signal processing,
and so on. There are examples in which it does not
map neural activity in almost real-time, but in some
way evaluates/reinforces neural self-regulation, often
after a trial or run is over [86, 130]. zich2015real
Interface. The BCI task is conveyed through
the interface that can be considered as a medium of
interaction taking many forms, modalities and types
of assistance. To design an interface is referred to as
the Task design, see figure 2. Here, the extension
of task model from [95] contains modality, form
and assistance, as well as the cues and feedback.
Namely, the interface can vary in:
1. Modality, that is visual, tactile or haptic,
auditory, other, or their combination. Multimodal
information has shown useful for attention allocation
and reduction of cognitive load, as it is similar to
real-life situations [47, 131]. Interestingly, a robotic
hand that touched the user’s hand showed higher
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sensorimotor activation and feeling of control, versus
hand on screen [50, 132]. Cues in different modalities
such as visual arrows pointing left and right, or sound
of words “left” and “right”, and the two combined, did
not change classification accuracy but did modulate
neural patterns [133].
2. Form, depending on the modality, it can
be in 1D, 2D, 3D, with continuously or discretely
moving/appearing objects in various locations and
timing, different colours, shapes and sizes, or melodic
sounds or beeps, etc. This element will be enriched
with precise sub-categories, once the notion of
perceptual affordance [96] is introduced hereinafter.
3.
Assistance, depending on the modality
and form, it can appear either within the interface
through task difficulty [78], distractors [89, 90], or
positive feedback [53], word auto-completions [73];
or externally through social presence (multiple users,
an encouraging experimenter [51, 52] or artificial
agent [134], or through methodological tools for
individualized training (see Subsection 1.1 on related
work). Note that the assistance can overlap with the
methodologies from the introductory period (before the
interaction with BCI) as they can occur during the
interaction (task) breaks as well.
Furthermore, the task design can be adaptive
in modality (e.g. switch to reduce cognitive overload
[11]), adaptive form (e.g. change from 2D to 3D [78]),
and adaptive assistance, e.g. adaptive feedback bias
[56] or data-driven cues & feedback [126, 135].
3.2. Interaction Design Choice Flow
The interaction and task design is the set of choices
an experimenter/designer makes for the task, user and
pipeline models. The flow of choices is essentially
driven by the purpose of BCI application for the user
as well as user psycho-physiological factors.
For instance, for the purpose of communication,
an experimenter would generally choose an ERP
paradigm, with a P300 strategy that follows the
well-known “oddball” paradigm, presenting the flashes
spatially and temporally as further as possible [70],
using famous/familiar faces [67] and smileys [66], 3D
instead of 2D grid of letters [62], objects congruent
to selection task [60], etc; and X-dawn spatial filter
[136] as part of pipeline factors. All are chosen
according to the user psycho-physiological factors,
e.g., to detect and increase the P300 potential, as
well as user experience and motivation. The effects
different stimuli can have on EEG signals of an ERP
task have been explored in order to produce higher
performances or bit rates. They serve as an example,
providing insight or guidelines for optimal ERP task
designs. Hence, the choice of the task design would
depend on the BCI purpose, and on established
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neurophysiological reactions to external stimuli. On
the other hand, for the purpose of control (such as
controlling a wheelchair [137]), one typically chooses
the spontaneous paradigm, using a Motor or Mental
Imagery (MI) strategy. However, the task design
is less methodological than for the ERPs, especially
because the influence of the stimuli on neural activity
is less evident. Nevertheless, one would focus on user
psychological states such as motivation, confidence and
so on, when designing the BCI interface. The typical
solution is the use of game-like contexts, however they
are rich in stimuli, or perceptually complex, and as
such can provoke various neural modulations that are
unaccounted for or undesired.
In the following, the issues of the BCI task
design is addressed through the review of perceptual
affordance. Although there is a tangible affordance
[138, 139] mostly visual and auditory modalities are
detailed as they are most common in BCI.
4. Task design: Lessons from Perceptual
Affordance
Perceptual affordance [96] is a theory that assumes
that the mere perception of an object leads to the
“mental activation” of possible actions one could
perform on this object. For instance, an object such
as an eyebrow pinch provides perceptual information
of the possible actions that can be performed on it,
as picking it up and pinching it (of course given the
observer’s experience and socio-cultural background).
Such perceptual information actuates in the observer
a finite set of possible actions that can be performed.
In this theory, perception and action are intrinsically
linked, in a continuous feedback loop. As Gibson
argued, “We must perceive in order to move, but we
must also move in order to perceive”. Every action
provides feedback about the just-performed movement
and generates information that can be used for guiding
the next movement [140].
4.1. Visual affordance
Behavioral experiments have shown that depending on
the size, orientation and location of the object, one can
have different degrees of response time, and precision
when performing an action [141]. For instance, if
the pinch is too small for the size of user’s hand, or
if it is closer to the non-dominant hand or oriented
opposite from the grasp, the response time is lower
than if the spatial properties were better suited for
that user. Different object shapes that vary in their
center of mass can influence a persons gaze and as well
as grasp [142]. Interestingly closed contours are more
easily memorized and recognized than open ones [143],
while curved, spherical versus rectangular, and natural
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(fabric) versus plastic materials are found to be more
aesthetically pleasing [138]. For instance, a plastic
box was described as hard and boring, revealing how
users describe their perceptual experience of materials
and shapes through emotions. Furthermore, when
there is fluency and ease in performing an action,
users usually attribute a pleasurable feeling opposite
from a non-fluent action which brings minor frustration
[144].
Certain colours can alter the perception
of object’s weight, size, temperature, and through
word metaphors colour can afford different emotional
responses, e.g., blue is cold which has an unfamiliar or
sad connotation [145].
Neuroimaging experimental studies show when
passively observing manipulable objects versus nonmanipulable ones, there is stronger activation in motor
cortex as shown in fMRI [146], also stronger mu
desynchronisation over centro-parietal region [147];
and especially within the range of the dominant hand
versus non-dominant one [148, 149]. Furthermore,
higher motor evoked potentials were found during
the observation of graspable objects falling within
peripersonal space (i.e., reachable within a hand grasp)
compared to the observation of either non-graspable
or graspable objects falling within the extrapersonal
space (i.e., out of reach or grasp) [150].
More
importantly, when the task is to judge the distance
of the object, mu desynchronization is strongest when
the objects are within the peripersonal space, and
diminishes with distance boundaries of peripersonal
space, and extrapersonal space [151]. In the same
experiment, when the observers were to focus on
object identification, while the object location was
changed, interestingly, the mu desynchronization was
not modulated. This means that the object location
can influence motor activation if the observer is not
focused on another task. This suggests that “the
involvement of the motor network in the processing of
visual objects in peripersonal space is not automatic
but rather depends on the goal of the perceptual task”
[151].
On the other hand, observing actions performed
on objects produces the well-known mirror neuron
effect that activates motor neurons. Additionally, mu
suppression is shown to be significantly stronger when
the observation is task-related versus when it is not
[152]. In this experiment, subjects were presented a
video of repeated mug grasping and in one case they
were to count the number of times the mug was grasped
(observation is task-related) or the number of colour
changes (not task related).
Although when mentioning perceptual affordance
one relates to a visual and or tangible experience,
however they are explored as auditory/acoustic events
as well.
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4.2. Auditory affordance
Studies have shown that when hearing sound,
participants can, to some extent, determine the
properties of the sound source, such as: geometric
features of struck bars [153], length of dropped wooden
rods [154], the shape of a plate struck by a pendulum
[155], the size and speed of rolling wooden balls [156],
the size and shape of colliding polystyrene objects
[157], shapes made by hand-drawing movements [158],
and so on. Furthermore, a listener can determine
whether a car is approaching or leaving, in front or
behind, far away or nearby, big or small, or whether
it is driving on a dry or wet street [159]. Gaver
[159] formalized a framework of the “everyday sound”
by combining its physical properties and perceptual
experiences, and divided them as 1.
vibrating
solids (impact, scraping, rolling), 2. aerodynamic
(explosions) and 3. liquid sounds (dripping, splashing).
He demonstrated that people rarely or almost never
confuse these 3 sound sources between them.
Sound can afford action “if the acoustic structure
produced from an environmental event is seen as
being useful by an agent for the coordination of
perception and action...” (within the context of the
task at hand); “It is through needing to navigate the
urban environment that the sounds of cars emerge
as an affordance for navigation” [160]. For instance,
participants were able to intercept rolling balls from
auditory cues almost perfectly [161], or when hearing
the size of a dropped object participants would adjust
their grip to anticipate/optimize their grasp [162], or
when hearing a certain object material, subjects were
inclined to reach for the part of the object made of
such material - congruent with the sound [163]. These
results clearly show that sound can influence (afford)
one’s action related (congruent) to the task.
Neuroimaging studies have shown that mirror
neurons are not only activated by visual perception
of an action but also upon hearing a familiar action
as well, for instance hand-clapping [164]. It means
that when recognizing the sound, the brain may
simulate the action [165]. Sounds associated with
bimanual (typing or tearing paper) actions produce
greater motor excitability than sounds associated with
walking or their control sound (thunder) [165]. In
[166] when pianists listened to a familiar piano piece
(only which they knew how to play), it activated
audio-motor patterns previously found in humans in
a variety of action-observation tasks, e.g., watching
chord progression on the guitar [167]. High density
EEG and mismatch negativity showed that upon
hearing a sound related to finger actions evokes activity
in motor areas associated with the dominant hand
[168].
It is worth noting that music as well can afford
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action upon a listener. Music affords a ”cognitive
load off” from the listener as it tells her how and
when to move, causing the task at hand (often physical
activity) to feel less difficult [169]. This phenomenon
happens when the listener is in sync with the music,
in which case music rhythm entrains movement [170].
In addition, it is well established that music and sound
can have a strong emotional impact on listeners as well
[171].
In sum, objects that are congruent with the task,
familiar to the users, vary in shape, material, size,
orientation and location can afford different action, but
also different cognitive and emotional responses.
Nonetheless, in the BCI task one can find an
extensive variety of object forms which effects are
mostly unaccounted for.
4.3. BCI task design
The success of using VR environments for motor
imagery BCI [45, 49, 55] can also be due to the fact
that the objects presented are within the peripersonal
space, manipulable and congruent with the MI. Also,
in MI the objects were easily graspable, i.e., their
orientation and size were configured to suit the virtual
hands. However, these mentioned effects were not yet
evaluated. The congruence to the motor imagery task
(hands grasping an object) was compared to the Graz
training protocol (a horizontal bar that changes in size)
[172] and yielded no difference in performance in [173].
However the authors used the Graz protocol for the
calibration phase in both conditions, thus changing
the display for the congruent condition impeded the
performance, and biased the results. Congruence was
also investigated in [174] as a display-control mapping,
i.e., left-right versus up-down visual display for the leftright motor imagery control. The congruent (left-right)
visual display proved significantly better than the
incongruent one; while adding incongruent information
can increase cognitive load and errors. Interestingly,
game-like and immersive environments could contain
such incongruent or irrelevant information to the task,
but their positive influence on user motivation might
compensate for the cognitive load. Furthermore, gamelike and immersive environments are more aesthetically
pleasing which could have also increased implicit
acceptability of the system [175]. On the other hand,
when comparing vertical bars that change in size with
a game (worm race), it did not yield any change in
user SMR mental strategies [109]. However the game
did not differ in task form, i.e., in congruence, colour,
manipulability, familiarity, dimension (remaining in
2D), and so on; and in that way it did not afford
different mental strategies or neural patterns. This
could imply that by simply gamifying the interface
without changing one of the mentioned features of
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perceptual affordance would not have a considerable
effect on SMR modulation. In that sense, [176] showed
that a car racing game produced significantly higher
performance than the extending horizontal bar. I
advocate here that it happened not simply because it
was a game per se, but because the car was in a 3D
environment and it contained a more complex engine
(avoiding obstacles to reach end line) than 2D graphics
with a simple goal.
Most auditory cues/feedback are simple tones,
beeps, or prerecorded short sound samples of instruments e.g., harp and bong [177]. To avoid the overfamiliarization (irritating) effect after many sound repetitions, music generated in real time and tempo modulations were proposed [178]. However, no prior work
verified whether users can play the piece or not which
showed to determine the activation of mirror neurons
(see section affordance). Furthermore, the use of congruent sound versus non-congruent and out-of-pace
one, in combination with the visual modality (a robot
moving) demonstrated to increase performances in MI
of feet [179]. Also, congruent sound of walking on
gravel versus non-congruent (complex harmonics, abstract sound) has shown increase in performance [180].
If music is introduced in the background of the task,
the experimenter must be aware of the affordance of
music on movement or motor planning [169]. As it
was suggested in [56] where (unfamiliar) background
music disturbed the participants in performing motor
imagery of hands as the tempo or rhythm of the piece
were not in sync with their imagined movements. Additionally, in an SSVEP game, unfamiliar background
music neither disturbed nor was relevant for the participants [92], while the familiar one positively related
to performance [18].
The objects represented in a BCI task can differ in
size, location (near-far space), orientation, familiarity,
manipulability, rhythm, congruence, etc. without
any particular verification or control of potential
effects on motor/attention activation or modulation.
This vast literature indicates that we should design
BCI tasks with caution, and that we cannot easily
compare results between such different designs. The
experimenter should take note on the choices made
when creating the task design.
4.4. Proposal for BCI Task Design Forms
To assist every BCI experimenter in designing BCI
tasks, the task form is divided by the properties
and function an object can have, according to the
neuroimaging and behavioral evidence of perceptual
affordance, and literature from BCI (see figure 3). Note
that here, a BCI object can be a cue/feedback or
whatever part of interface the users interacts with. The
task form can appear in different modalities, while the
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assistance type could be manifested through various
forms as well as modalities (hence the arrow pointing
downwards in figure 3).

Figure 3.
Inspired from affordance and BCI literature,
a preliminary proposal for BCI task design standardization,
especially focused on the task form (a sub-category introduced
in this paper).

4.4.1. Object Properties The perception (affordance)
of object properties (in visual, auditory or haptic
modality) does not necessarily depend on any previous
experience (a priori knowledge), can vary in:
Qualitative properties: Shape, spherical or rectangular/sharp, symmetrical or not, convex or concave, etc;
Size, big/small, or fitting in one’s hand, etc; Material, it can be rugged or smooth, organic or plastic, etc;
Color, the difference in colours of targets in SSVEP
[74] influenced performance. The largest SSVEP response was produced by red light at 11Hz [91]. In addition, colour can also alter the perception of objects’
weight, size and temperature [145]. Contrast is an
important feature in SSVEP on computer screens [91],
also, contrasted foreground and background influenced
performance in P300 [72].
Except for colour (and contrast), qualitative
properties were not investigated in the BCI context.
Nevertheless, they are important properties according
to perceptual affordance.
Spatial properties: Location, objects can be graspable, within the peripersonal space or not (in the VR
or haptic modality), they can be situated within the
central or peripheral vision, such as center or corners of
the screen, they can stand near/far the non/dominant
hand of the user etc; one can also distinguish the object location from sound; Orientation, towards the
dominant hand to be graspable or if it is a nongraspable/non-manipulable object like a penguin, it
can move towards the dominant side or opposite from
it, toward/onward the user etc; the sound could move
from one speaker to another, oriented towards one ear,
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etc; Dimension, the environment can be in 3D while
the mental exercise in 1D or 2D, e.g., penguin moves in
a 3D space, but the user only performs motor imagery
in 1D (left-right, x-axis) [56]. However, dimension can
be congruent between the mental strategy and visual
display, where for example 1D environment requires
one mental command, and 3D requires at least three
which is more difficult to control [78]. Also, 3D environments and VR yield higher performance than 2D,
in SMR [45, 176] P300 [62] and SSEP [63, 64]
Except for dimension, object location and orientation were not investigated in BCI context, however
they might be accountable for the success of several
BCI task designs, notably proprioceptive and VR ones.
Temporal properties: Granularity can be presented
as continuous or discrete. High granularity objects
appear frequently within a trial (often ≤ 16Hz) being
continuous and often smoothed to be perceptually
fluent (interpolating temporal gaps between epochs).
Typical example is the SMR feedback of a bar that
changes in size both continuously and smoothly (“Graz
protocol” [172]). Medium granularity objects can
appear within a trial (≤ 1Hz) but are perceptually
discrete, e.g., flickering/flashing for SSVEP/ERP
paradigms. Low granularity objects appear once after
a trial/run or session is over. The term BCI task
granularity is mentioned in [11] where instructional
design is recommended for spontaneous BCI user
training. Continuous SMR feedback yielded higher
performance rates than discrete one [181]. High speed
P300 flashing can be tiring, so frequency of apparition
was diminished in time [80]. The largest SSVEP
amplitudes were observed near 10Hz, however low
frequencies (5-25Hz) are subjectively evaluated as more
tiring and annoying than higher frequencies (30-60Hz)
[91]. Granularity can be combined across modalities
within trial, e.g. visual as continuous, and auditory as
discrete which decreased performance [182]; or visual
and haptic in same granularity increased performance
[50]. Combining feedback frequency in low granularity
can be beneficial for alpha regulation, e.g. after each
trial and after a session [86, 130].
Duration of cues for MI was standardized to 500
ms in accordance with sensory recognition and reaction
time [183, 184]. In P300, the stimuli generally last
between 60 ms (flashing a single item at a time) and
around 100 ms or 200 ms (flashing a group of items)
[185].
Rhythm, SSVEP relies on rhythmical flickering.
Depending on the light source, if it is LED, CRT
or LCD which have different refreshing frequencies,
it is shown that LED produce highest response
[186]. The same authors mention that the SSVEP
amplitude drops significantly when the refreshing
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rate increases from 60 to 75 Hz. On the other
hand, cues for spontaneous BCI are randomized
(not rhythmical), in order to avoid anticipation
(movement preparation). In [187], authors found
that the involuntary expectations for the approaching
cues provoked false control commands during virtual
navigation.
However, motor anticipation can be
beneficial for learning, enabling faster or immediate
automatization [188].
Automatization being (in
theory) a way neural self-regulation is successfully
learned with neurofeedback [109].
Indeed, auditory rhythmic cueing activates motor
areas of the brain [189], it was effectively used for
over a decade in motor rehabilitation treatments, and
provides immediate stability in motor control rather
than through a gradual learning process [190].
The temporal properties are scarcely investigated
in spontaneous BCI, while they are essential for
SSEP/ERP. I have not yet explored them in the
literature on affordance, however they seem to be
quite important for learning in general (in non-BCI
contexts) [190, 191], and thus deserve to be seriously
considered when designing user training protocols in
all paradigms.
4.4.2. Object Function The perception (affordance)
of object function (in visual, auditory or haptic
modality) that can depend on socio-cultural experience
(semantic knowledge) can be:
Manipulability, such as a ball [55], a row paddle
[49] versus a penguin [56], worm [109] or a car
[176] (although a wheel of a car is manipulable) etc;
the sound of an object being manipulated versus an
abstract, e.g. nature or synthetic sound;
Congruence, e.g. seeing or hearing the imagined
object (action performed on it) the way one is
imagining it [57, 174, 179, 180]; or the object flashing
is the one intended to be selected [60], and so on.
Familiarity, an object or sound can be familiar
passively (e.g., music heard before, as in the SSVEP
application [18]), or actively (e.g., practiced by the
user, as walking in MI [180]) which would trigger mirror
neurons (c.f. affordance literature, section 4).
Aesthetics, observing objects that are aesthetically pleasing increased acceptability of BCI [175], and
are shown to relate with flow state, i.e., state of immersion, control and pleasure, which in turn correlates
positively with BCI performance [56].
Synchronicity, background stimuli can be in
or out of sync with the strategy performed, e.g.,
background music in [56] influenced motor imagery
BCI performance. This feature could be also seen as a
temporal congruence between the mental strategy and
the background display.
Realness, multimodal cues and/or feedback
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which are realistic, proprioceptive (or embodied [47,
192]) can facilitate the transfer from training to
real life applications [131, 193]. In VR literature,
realness is also referred to as vividness, as real-life
context naturally contains abundant, multimodal or
perceptually rich stimuli [194].
These categories of task form are necessary for
future task designs. It is the first step to acknowledging
the influence of different stimuli on users as observers,
which activate various neurophysiological pathways
that in turn could modify system performance.
5. Challenges
After this extensive review there are still some
challenges that remain to be considered as future work
when designing BCI user training protocols. A few are
mentioned in the following.
Introductory training. We could think of
useful ways to improve the introductory training to
best fit the user needs. For instance, how long
should it last, where should it take place, could
it be adaptive as well? It could be promising to
adapt the instructions given before the interaction, for
example to ask for user’s preference over conceptual/
procedural/ interactive models; or to combine them
depending on user understanding.
The power of sound. Even simple tones,
high versus low pitch can influence size anticipation
in grasping [195]. Auditory cues as ecological or
everyday sounds as for instance footsteps proved
useful for guiding human actions, influencing not only
performance but significantly reducing variability in
stride length for Parkinson’s disease patients [160].
Additionally, response time is higher in auditory than
in visual cues, compared in non BCI contexts [184,
196].
Authors in [190] mention a clinical motor
rehabilitation model based on auditory-motor research
from [197], within this model, auditory rhythmic
signals as external stimuli can facilitate temporal
muscular control of movement patterns by: (1)
influencing timing and potentiation of motor neuron
discharge, (2) decreasing muscular fatigue sensation,
(3) facilitating automatized movement performance
through the temporal predictability of its timing cues,
(4) improving reaction time and response quality
through facilitated response anticipation, and (5)
providing auditory feedback for proprioceptive control
mechanisms. [190]
In sum, there is great potential in sound, however
it must be very carefully designed (e.g. congruent and
in sync) as it can be as disruptive as it can be helpful.
Tangible affordance.
Shape and material
affordance on user experience are briefly mentioned
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[138], while dynamic tangible affordance is a promising
interface modality in HCI [139]. Without entering into
detail, such literature could bring ideas on designing
BCI haptic interfaces which are shown very promising
(thoroughly reviewed in [198]).
Stimuli duration. I am not aware of an example
where objects remain displayed rather than being
replaced with novel feedback. For example, the bar
size changes (the previous size being replaced with a
new one), i.e. feedback is the mapping of the newly
acquired EEG signal feature. But we could imagine
a feedback where the history of classified data would
remain in a multidimensional space. It could be useful
to perceive the history of one’s performance in time,
but in that case, metrics such as classification accuracy
would not suffice.
6. Conclusion
This paper contains an extensive review of existing
training methods for most well-known BCI paradigms,
SSEP, ERP and SMR, in order to support the need
for protocol design standardization. Namely, the
inconsistent instructions as well as task designs showed
to modulate neural pathways and BCI performance in
the literature.
With the help from other fields, such as HCI,
psychology and education which has dwelt on designing
more efficient user training a long time ago, three
types of HCI user training are listed, and they are
adjusted for BCI user introductory training. Those
would use: (1) conceptual, i.e., explanations of
underlying concepts of BCI, (2) procedural, i.e.,
”how-to” techniques to achieve high performances, or
(3) interactive models, i.e., self-paced familiarization
through trial-and-error, or free to explore a BCI
without any evaluation. Preferably all three types
are to be used during an introductory training, and
in the proposed order. For instance, conceptual
training would enable a correct initial formation of
mental models (referred in BCI as mental strategies
[109]), procedural would provide techniques to refine
the strategies that best fit each individual, while
interactive training would enable familiarization with
the system. In HCI literature it is suggested not to
start with Interaction, but rather with the conceptual
model [107].
The task design is explained using a theoretical
task model (extended from [95]), and filled with subcategories that are derived from perceptual affordance.
Namely, those sub-categories belong to the task form
and are: (1) qualitative, spatial or temporal properties;
and (2) functions such as congruence, manipulability,
aesthetics, realness, and synchronicity. It is important
to note that choices made for a task design depend

BIBLIOGRAPHY
on the purpose of BCI application and on known
neurophysiological reactions to stimuli, e.g. typically
for the purpose of neuro-rehabilitation one would
use SMR paradigm, motor imagery strategy in
haptic, proprioceptive modality [198] and continuous
form for the feedback [181], and if users were BCI
naives, assistance would be proposed through positive
feedback [53] for instance.
While some recommendations for user training
are mentioned through literature review, it is not
the sole purpose of this paper. Clear terms and
categories are introduced here, that would enable an
accountability of most effects external stimuli can have
on neural activity. This paper serves mainly to inspire
the BCI community to describe their protocols in
proposed standardized terms, without omitting the
reward system nor type of introduction used. When
designing the task, I invite them to acknowledge the
potential effects of rich, game-like environments on
neural pathways and performance.
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